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Current ultrasonic scatterer size estimation methods assume that acoustic propagation is free of
distortion due to large-scale variations in medium attenuation and sound speed. However, it has been
demonstrated that under certain conditions in medical applications, medium inhomogeneities can
cause significant field aberrations that lead to B-mode image artifacts. These same aberrations may
be responsible for errors in size estimates and parametric images of scatterer size. This work derives
theoretical expressions for the error in backscatter coefficient and size estimates as a function of
statistical parameters that quantify phase and amplitude aberration, assuming a Gaussian spatial
autocorrelation function. Results exhibit agreement with simulations for the limited region of
parameter space considered. For large values of aberration decorrelation lengths relative to
aberration standard deviations, phase aberration errors appear to be minimal, while amplitude
aberration errors remain significant. Implications of the results for accurate backscatter and size
estimation are discussed. In particular, backscatter filters are suggested as a method for error
correction. Limitations of the theory are also addressed. The approach, approximations, and
assumptions used in the derivation are most appropriate when the aberrating structures are relatively
large, and the region containing the inhomogeneities is offset from the insonifying
transducer. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1738455#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Vj, 43.80.Qf@FD# Pages: 3244–3252
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I. INTRODUCTION

The estimation and imaging of tissue parameters us
ultrasound has proven to be useful in the diagnosis
monitoring of disease.1–7 Scatterer size estimation and ima
ing, in particular, has been thoroughly investigated a
source of additional information beyond what is curren
provided by clinical ultrasound machines.8–12 However, the
methods currently used to estimate scatterer size assume
the interrogating acoustic field is well characterized and f
of distortion. They ignore aberration in the phase and am
tude of the field due to inhomogeneities located between
transducer and the region of interest. Although neglect
aberration is often appropriate and results in no signific
consequences, it has been demonstrated that in certain c
such distortion can lead to the significant deterioration
B-mode images.13–17 Consequently, there may be instanc
where failing to account for aberration results in noticea
scatterer size estimation errors.

A significant amount of work has been done on t
quantification of aberration, and the characterization of
effects upon ultrasonic fields. In particular, Waaget al. de-
veloped a theoretical scattering model which incorporates
effects of phase aberration, and relates the physical cha
teristics of inhomogeneities to aberration quantifiers18

O’Donnell looked at the effects of phase aberration up
backscatter measurement,19 and Smith, Traheyet al. investi-
gated the properties of B-mode speckle in the presenc
phase aberration.13,14 Recent work has focused primaril
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upon compensating for errors due to phase aberra
through the incorporation of appropriate time delays in ar
transducer processing.20–23Vargheseet al., however, recently
investigated the implications of phase aberration for elas
graphic imaging.24

In this work we extend the basic model published
Waaget al.18 to include amplitude aberration due to vari
tions in inhomogeneity attenuation with respect to the ba
ground, and investigate the effects of both aberration ty
~amplitude and phase! upon scatterer size estimation. In pa
ticular, aberration quantification is briefly discussed befo
inclusion in the general expression for Fourier-transform
rf-data segments. This expression is then used to calcu
the errors in both backscatter coefficient and size estim
resulting from phase and amplitude aberration. These res
are subsequently partially verified by simulations that a
dress the two types of aberration separately. Only the lim
ing case, where aberration is invariant over the space o
pied by an individual scatterer, is investigated. After a br
discussion of the results, possible correction filters are p
posed. Finally, the limitations of the theoretical model a
discussed.

II. THEORY

The following analysis closely follows the theoretic
work done by Waag for phase aberration,18 and is therefore
subject to the same constraints. Namely, in order to prop
apply his geometric ray/perturbation theory formalism,
must be assumed that the scale of the distorting inhomo
neities, or aberrators, are larger than the insonifying wa
length. According to Waag, the amount of phase distort
115(6)/3244/9/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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associated with any given point in space can be character
by a path length correction which is associated with a ph
change.18

l ~r !52E
C
gc~r 8!d r 8, ~1!

wherer is a point in space,gc is the fractional variation in
sound speed at any given location from the average,c0 , and
C is the straight line path from the acoustic source to
point r , which is an approximation to the actual ray path th
neglects refraction. For the sake of later analysis, the p
length correction~i.e., phase aberration! will be treated as a
random variable. This work will follow Waaget al. in as-
suming a zero-mean Gaussian distribution for the correct
which should be approximately valid and become more
according to the central limit theorem, as the number of
errators between the source andr increases. In order to as
sure a zero-mean distribution, it will be assumed that
aberrating region is homogeneous, and that its thickness,
does not extend throughout the entire medium, remains r
tively constant across the acoustic beam.

Amplitude aberration due to attenuation variation
handled in a similar fashion. The attenuation between
acoustic source and any point in space can be expresse

A~r ,v!5e2*Cf [a(r8)1a0]d r8, ~2!

wherea0 is the average attenuation in nepers per unit d
tance per unit frequency,a is the deviation from this value a
r 8, v is the acoustic angular frequency, andf is the acoustic
frequency. This quantity can be simplified to

A~r ,v!5e2 f a0ur 2r0ue2 f c(r ), ~3!

wherer0 is the location of the acoustic source, and

c~r !5E
C
a~r 8!d r 8. ~4!

The first term contained in Eq.~3! is generally measured an
compensated for in scatterer size estimation. In particu
the estimation method described in this work will use a po
correction technique, which accounts for medium attenua
as quantified by the point approximation described bel
The second term is the source of amplitude aberration,
will therefore be the focus of what follows. For the reaso
mentioned previously, it will be assumed thatc is also a
zero-mean, Gaussian distributed, random variable.

In general form, the Fourier transform of a windowe
ultrasonic rf data segment is given by25

V~v!'T~v!B~v!v2e22 f a0zE
DV

d r g~r !At~r ,v!Ar~r ,v!,

~5!

where aberration effects have been excluded, and gating
fects have been approximated by a restriction, represente
DV, on the limits of integration over the scatterer field. T
restriction includes positions in space for which 2u r u/c0 falls
within the time interval of the gate, and is most accur
when the system response for a single scatterer is sho
comparison to the gate duration.T(v) is the complex trans-
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 6, June 2004 A. Gerig
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fer function for the system transducer,B(v) is the complex
superposition coefficient corresponding to the insonifyi
pulse, andAt and Ar are the field integrals for transm
and receive, respectively.g(r )5@k(r )2k0#/k02@r(r )
2r0#/r(r ) is the spatially dependent reflectivity of the sca
tering medium, wherek andr are compressibility and den
sity, and k0 and r0 are their corresponding mean value
e22 f a0z is a point approximation of the medium attenuatio
wherez is the distance from the transducer aperture to
point in space perpendicular to the aperture which co
sponds to the middle of the time gate, and is most accu
when z is greater than the width of the active transduc
aperture.25

To generate a size estimate for a gated segment,
Fourier transform of the segment, given by Eq.~5!, is used to
produce a corresponding spectral estimate. The result is
vided by the magnitude squared of the appropriate point
tenuation correction term and a type of system transfer fu
tion, which is, in most cases, measured using a pla
reflector or reference phantom.26,27 What remains, assuming
that z is much larger than the characteristic length of t
spatial autocorrelation function for the scatterers, is a ba
scatter estimate for the medium. This function is sub
quently fit to a theoretical curve, whose frequency dep
dence is defined solely by scatterer size, to produce a
estimate. Several different theoretical models have been u
to estimate scatterer size in tissue,4 however, the Gaussian
model for spatial autocorrelation functions will be consi
ered exclusively here. For this case, the size estimate co
sponding to an individual backscatter estimate is given b28

â25
2d1

2c0
2(vmin

vmax~y~v!v22 ȳv2!

80(vmin

vmax~v22v2!2
, ~6!

wherey(v)510 ln(BŜC(v)/v4), d1'3.1 is a constant, and
the summation is over discrete frequency values, correla
or uncorrelated, within the bandwidth of the transducer.

In order to discern how phase and amplitude aberra
effect scatterer size estimates, aberration terms must be
cluded in the signal equation, Eq.~5!, and propagated
through the mathematical machinery of size estimation
scribed above. The resulting changes to the signal equa
appear in the field integrals, and are outlined below:

At8~r ,v!5E
S
d r 8Kt~r 8!

eikur 2r8u

ur 2r 8u
eikl (r 2r8)2 f c(r 2r8),

Ar8~r ,v!5E
S
d r 8Kr~r 8,ur 2r 8u!

eikur 2r8u

ur 2r 8u

3eikl (r 2r8)2 f c(r 2r8), ~7!

where the final exponential terms are the additions,S is the
face of the transducer,Kt contains transmit phase and amp
tude modifying terms, such as those for apodization a
transmit focusing, andKr contains analogous receive term
including those for dynamic receive focusing, dynamic ap
ture, and apodization. Given these changes, the periodog
spectral estimate for a gated segment is expressed by
3245and J. Zagzebski: Phase and amplitude aberration size errors
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S~v,z!5^V~v!V* ~v!&

5uT~v!B~v!u2v4e24 f a0zE E
DV

dr1 dr2^g~r1!

3g* ~r2!&^At8~r1 ,v!Ar 8~r1 ,v!At8
* ~r2 ,v!

3Ar 8
* ~r2 ,v!&, ~8!

where it has been assumed that the aberrators and scat
are independent, i.e. that they are not the same objects. M
ing the change of variabler25r11D r yields

S~v,z!5uT~v!B~v!u2v4e24 f a0zE E
DV

dr1 dDrR~Dr !

3^At8~r1 ,v!Ar 8~r1 ,v!At8
*

3~r11D r ,v!Ar 8
* ~r11D r ,v!&, ~9!

whereR(D r )5^g(r1)g* (r11D r )& is the spatial autocorre
lation function~SAF! for the scatterer field,29 and is assumed
to be statistically stationary.

Assuming that the characteristic length of the spatial
tocorrelation function is small, the far-field approximatio
can be introduced,ku r 2r 81D r u'kur 2r 8u1k •D r and
u r 2r 81D r u'ur 2r 8u, giving

S~v,z!5uT~v!B~v!u2v4e24 f a0zE
DV

dr1 At~r1 ,v!

3Ar~r1 ,v!At* ~r1 ,v!Ar* ~r1 ,v!

3E
DV

dD r R~D r !D~r1 ,D r ,v!e22i k •D r,

~10!

where

D~r1 ,D r ,v!5^e2ikl (r1)22 f c(r1)e22ikl (r11D r )22 fc(r11D r )&,
~11!

and two additional assumptions have been made. First,
direction of the vectork has been approximated by the d
rection ofr1 rather than the true direction ofr12r 8, which is
accurate given that that the distance to the gated regio
larger than the size of the active area of the transducer.
ond, and most importantly, it has been assumed that b
forms of aberration are effectively independent ofr 8, the
variable of integration over the transducer surface, in orde
achieve results that are both simple and field, and thus
tem, independent. This approximation may not always h
true, but should be acceptable when aberrator size is on
order of the transducer’s active area, or the aberrating re
is far from the transducer face.
3246 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 6, June 2004 A
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If the further assumption is made that the aberration
either negligible or not present in the gated region, which
consistent with small gates or aberration due to interven
layers such as a bodywall, it follows that aberration valu
are invariant along the direction of the beam~approximately
r1 /ur1u) within the gated region~Fig. 1 displays the geom
etry for an aberrating layer!. This assumption, together wit
the earlier homogeneity assumption, implies both that ab
ration variances,s l

2(z) and sc
2(z), are dependent solely

upon gate position, and that correlations between aberra
quantities are functions of the angular separation betw
their associated spatial vectors and gate position alone.
example,^c(r1)c(r11D r )&/sc

2(z) is a function ofz and
Du, the angular separation betweenr1 andr11D r . It there-
fore becomes possible to demonstrate, given the prev
Gaussian distribution assumption for aberration values, t

D~r1 ,D r ,v!

⇒D~z,Du,v!

5e4[ f 2sc
2(z)1 f 2sc

2(z)rc(Du/uc ,z)2k2s l
2(z)1k2s l

2(z)r l (Du/u l ,z)] ,

~12!

regardless of the correlation between values ofl and c,
where

rcS Du

uc
,zD5

^c~r1!c~r11D r !&
sc

2~z!
,

r l S Du

u l
,zD5

^ l r1!l ~r11D r !&
s l

2~z!
,

anduc andu l are characteristic decorrelation values simi
to the decorrelation lengths of scatterer spatial autocorr
tion functions. These values may be related to one anoth
the sources of the two types of aberration are identical,
the same inhomogeneities are both phase and amplitude
errators. If amplitude aberration is excluded, Eq.~12! is iden-
tical to the result presented by Waaget al. for Gaussian dis-
tributed phase aberration.18

Arbitrarily setting theDz axis direction to match that o
r1 , the approximation

Du

uc,l
'

tanDu

uc,l
5

ADx21Dy2

uc,l~ ur1u1Dz!
'

ADx21Dy2

uc,l ur1u
~13!

can be used given that the integrand of Eq.~10! is suppressed
by the scatterer spatial autocorrelation function for all but
smallest values ofD r . Assuming a short gate and relative
narrow acoustic field such thatu r1u'z, Eq. ~12! can be re-
cast:
D~z,Du,v!⇒D~z,v,ADx21Dy2!5e4[ f 2sc
2(z)1 f 2sc

2(z)rc(ADx21Dy2/wc)2k2s l
2(z)1k2s l

2(z)r l (ADx21Dy2/wl )] , ~14!
. Gerig and J. Zagzebski: Phase and amplitude aberration size errors
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wherewc5ucz andwl5u lz are amplitude and phase dec
rrelation lengths, respectively. Assuming a Gaussian form
the aberration correlation functions yields

D~z,v,ADx21Dy2!

5e4[ f 2sc
2(z)1 f 2sc

2(z)exp$ 2(Dx21Dy2)/wc
2 %]

3e4[2k2s l
2(z)1k2s l

2(z)exp$ 2(Dx21Dy2)/wl
2%] . ~15!

Because aberrator size must be much larger than s
terer size for the theoretical approach to be valid, the a
ration decorrelation lengths must also be much larger t
the characteristic length of the spatial autocorrelat
function.30 As a result, the exponential terms within the e
ponents of Eq.~15! will be small for nonzero values of th
spatial autocorrelation function. These terms can therefor
legitimately approximated by their first-order expansions
yield

D~z,v,ADx21Dy2!

5e8 f 2sc
2

24 f 2sc
2

@(Dx21Dy2)/wc
2

#e24k2s l
2

@(Dx21Dy2)/wl
2
#. ~16!

FIG. 1. Geometry for an aberrating layer. Aberration variances are inde
dent ofz for such cases as long as the gated region lies beyond the ab
ing layer.
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Using this result in Eq.~10! for a Gaussian spatial autoco
relation function, and correcting for the system response
attenuation gives

^BŜC~v!&5BSC~v!
e8 f 2sc

2

112d2/w2 , ~17!

where d is the characteristic length of the scatterer spa
autocorrelation function, and

w25
wc

2wl
2

4 f 2sc
2wl

214k2s l
2wc

2 . ~18!

By inserting Eq.~17! into Eq. ~6!, size estimation errors
can be calculated. Results are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3, wh
the effects of the two types of aberration have been isola
by setting the variance of the excluded type in Eq.~17! to
zero. In both cases, the scatterer diameter is 80 micr
which is representative for scatterer size estimation at d
nostic frequencies, the bandwidth is 50 percent, the ce
frequency is set such that9 kcenta50.8, and the interval be
tween summed frequencies corresponds to the decorrela
distance for a 5 mmHanning window. For Fig. 2, the frac
tional error in scatterer size is displayed as a function
wl /s l , while for Fig. 3, it is plotted versussc for several
values ofwc , the amplitude decorrelation length. Results f
lower values of the aberration decorrelation lengths sho
be regarded with caution given the earlier restriction t
wl ,c@l@a. As the aberration decorrelation lengths both
crease and decrease, errors approach limiting values tha
come relatively insensitive to changes in the lengths.
example, for decreasing values of these parameters,
frequency dependence of ^BŜC(v)& approaches

BSC(v) f 22e8 f 2sc
2
, which dominates the behavior of Figs.

and 3 for small aberration decorrelation lengths, yet is in
pendent of these values.

n-
at-
s
s a
to
FIG. 2. Theoretical fractional error in size estimate
due to phase aberration. Fractional error is plotted a
function of the ratio of phase decorrelation length
phase aberration standard deviation,wl /s l .
3247and J. Zagzebski: Phase and amplitude aberration size errors
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FIG. 3. Theoretical fractional error in size estimate
due to amplitude aberration. Different values of amp
tude decorrelation length,wc ~i.e., w in the legend!,
correspond to the different line types and are given a
fraction of scatterer radius. The fractional error is plo
ted as a function of amplitude aberration standard d
viation, sc , which is shown in units of nepers/MHz.
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III. METHOD

Verification focused upon the opposing region of para
eter space wherew @see Eq.~18!# is large, since, as will
become evident, it can be explored without simulations t
employ a high degree of complexity. Within this region, E
~17! can be approximated by

^BŜC~v!&'BSC~v!e8 f 2sc
2
, ~19!

which indicates that while amplitude aberration remain
source of error, phase aberration does not. This resu
equivalent to what is obtained when it is assumed that a
ration values are effectively invariant over the characteri
length of the spatial autocorrelation function. Under this
sumption, the correlation functions of Eq.~12! can be re-
placed by unity, leaving a quantity that can be extracted fr
the integrals of Eq.~10! to yield an expression that reduce
to Eq. ~19!.

Simulated rf data were generated using code31 that arti-
ficially implements a Gaussian spatial autocorrelation fu
tion by multiplying the frequency-dependent scattered am
tude from randomly distributed point-like scatterers by t
square root of the form factor for a Gaussian spatial auto
relation function,e2k2d2

. Typically, such an implementatio
would be inadequate for studying aberration effects sinc
cannot incorporate effects due to changing aberration va
over the dimension of a spatially extended scatterer. H
ever, because size estimate errors in the region of param
space under consideration are equivalent to those obta
under the assumption of aberration invariance on the sca
scatterer size as described above, it can be appropria
used. Aberration effects were included by multiplying t
frequency dependent scattered amplitude for each scat
by either

e22 f sc(z)n or e2iks l (z)n, ~20!
3248 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 6, June 2004 A
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for amplitude and phase aberration respectively, wheren is a
random number drawn from a zero-mean, unity-standard
viation Gaussian probability distribution.

Several independent planes of rf data~300 acoustic lines
per plane! were generated for a simulated linear array tra
ducer~0.15 mm by 10 mm elements with 0.2 mm spacing
cm transmit and elevational foci; 10 elements active dur
transmit; dynamic receive focus, dynamic aperture, a
apodization active!. In all cases, the average speed of sou
was set to 1540 m/s, the average attenuation to 0, the s
terer density to 4000 per cubic cm, the transducer ce
frequency to 7 MHz, and the bandwidth to 5.5 MHz. Th
sampling frequency was set by the code to be approxima
38 MHz. 17 aberration-free reference planes were gener
for backscatter estimation, where the scatterer diameter
50 microns. Planes that included aberration were gener
in sets of two across multiple values of aberration varian
Each set incorporated only one type of aberration, and
scatterer diameters were 75 microns. Backscatter estim
were produced for each of the 300 acoustic lines using
reference phantom method,27 where the necessary powe
spectral estimates were drawn from 1 cm data segments
tered about a depth of 4 cm. Sample power spectral estim
were averaged across each 2-plane set, and reference p
spectral estimates across all 17 planes. The results were
to generate size estimates using the method described p
ously. The fractional error was calculated for each size e
mate, and mean and standard deviation point estimates o
fractional error were produced for each value of aberrat
variance.

IV. RESULTS

Figures 4 and 5 display the results for phase and am
tude aberration, respectively. In both cases, the mean f
tional error is plotted as a function of the aberration stand
deviation. Error bars correspond to the approximate stand
error of the mean, and theoretical values were generated
. Gerig and J. Zagzebski: Phase and amplitude aberration size errors
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estimate fractional errors as a function of path deviati
~i.e., phase aberration! standard deviation when the
phase decorrelation length is much larger than the ph
aberration standard deviation.
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merically according to Eqs.~19! and ~6!. All values, includ-
ing the phase aberration control, are biased low. This e
appears to be the result of an inherent bias in the backsc
coefficient estimation technique, although bias in the s
estimator could also be a contributing factor. The more no
contained in the reference spectral estimate, the worse
bias of the reference phantom method. Otherwise, the ag
ment between simulation and theoretical values appears t
good.

V. DISCUSSION

According to the results contained in Fig. 4, phase ab
ration should have a minimal effect upon size estimates
typical values of the phase decorrelation length unless
aberration standard deviation is high. As a result, correcti
should only be necessary under this condition, given that
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 6, June 2004 A. Gerig
or
ter
e
e
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r
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stated assumptions of the theoretical section hold. Figur
on the other hand, indicates that amplitude aberration
cause significant errors for modest values of aberration s
dard deviation, regardless of the value of the amplitude de
rrelation length. Errors, in fact, appear to be maximal
larger values of the decorrelation length. However, the fo
of Eqs.~17! and~19! suggests a relatively simple method
correct for amplitude aberration. Assuming thatsc is known
and thatwc , the amplitude decorrelation length, is compa
tively large, the filter

H~v!5e28 f 2sc
2
, ~21!

can be applied to backscatter estimates before size estim
to effectively eradicate any detrimental aberration effec
Notice that according to Eqs.~17! and~18!, the filter can be
e
ra-

ch
ia-

li-
rs/
FIG. 5. A comparison of theoretical and simulation siz
estimate fractional errors caused by amplitude aber
tion when the amplitude decorrelation length is mu
greater than the amplitude aberration standard dev
tion. Fractional error is plotted as a function of amp
tude aberration standard deviation in units of nepe
MHz.
3249and J. Zagzebski: Phase and amplitude aberration size errors
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tion decorrelation lengths is necessary in order to make
appropriate adjustments.

Although the effects of phase and amplitude aberrat
upon size estimation have been adequately characterize
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der the stated restrictions, the assumption that both form
aberration are independent ofr 8, which was made in order to
arrive at Eqs.~10! and~11!, excludes aberration due to mod
erately sized inhomogeneities close to the active face of
transducer. If this assumption is withdrawn, the expec
value of Eq.~9!, rather than simplifying to the form found in
Eq. ~10!, becomes
e field
n of the
etween
E
S(1)

E
S(2)

E
S(3)

E
S(4)

Kt~r (1)!K r~r (2),ur12r (2)u!Kt* ~r (3)!Kr* ~r (4),ur11D r 2r (4)u!

3
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3e2 ikl (r11D r 2r (3))2 f c(r11D r 2r (3))e2 ikl (r11D r 2r (4))2 f c(r11D r 2r (4))&. ~22!

Not only is this expression extremely complex, but it also implies that backscatter and size estimation errors will b
dependent, given that the aberration term is a function of the field integration variables. As a result, characterizatio
error will be both difficult and system specific. The one case that is easily calculable is the limit where the correlation b
aberration values approaches zero, such that
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Because this result is independent of all integration variab
given the previous assumptions of the theoretical section
associated backscatter error can be obtained immediate

^BŜC~v!&5BSC~v!e2 f 2sc
2

22k2s l
2
. ~24!

However, for this limit to be remotely applicable to physic
cases, aberrating inhomogeneities must be small in comp
son to the active area of the transducer, a condition wh
may rarely be met by objects which must also meet a m
mum size requirement for the theory to be accurate.

VI. CONCLUSION

Expressions for the errors in ultrasonic backscatter co
ficient and size estimates due to phase and amplitude ab
tion were derived based upon the theoretical framework
scribed by Waaget al.18 For large values of aberratio
decorrelation lengths relative to aberration standard de
tions, theoretical results compared favorably with simu
tions. Under these conditions, phase aberration errors ap
to be minimal, while amplitude aberration errors remain s
nificant. However, a simple filter can be applied to backsc
ter estimates, assuming that the amplitude aberration v
ance is known to correct for the error. When aberrat
standard deviations are comparatively large, the filter can
modified to correct for higher order phase and amplitu
aberration given that prior knowledge of the approxim
scatterer size and aberration decorrelation lengths is a
able.
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Although the results of the aberration error characteri
tion are relatively simple, their applicability is somewh
limited by the assumptions that were made in their deri
tion. Namely, they are accurate only in cases where the
errating inhomogeneities are large in comparison to and
distant from the insonifying transducer.
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A attenuation between an acoustic source and a p
in space

Ar receive acoustic field integral
Ar 8 receive acoustic field integral including aberratio

effects
At transmit acoustic field integral
At8 transmit acoustic field integral including aberratio

effects
a scatterer size~radius!
â scatterer size estimate~radius!
a0 average attenuation for a medium
a deviation from the average attenuation at a point

space
B complex superposition coefficient corresponding

an insonifying pulse
BSC backscatter coefficient
BŜC backscatter coefficient estimate
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C straight line path from an acoustic source to a s
tial point

c0 average speed of sound for a medium
d characteristic length of a scatterer spatial autoco

lation function
d1 a constant
DV spatial approximation of a temporal gate
Du angular separation between spatial vectors
f acoustic frequency
gc fractional variation in sound speed from the avera
g reflectivity
H aberration correction filter
k,k acoustic wave number
kcent wave number corresponding to a transducer ce

frequency
k compressibility
k0 average compressibility for a medium
Kr signal processing term included in the recei

acoustic field integral
Kt signal processing term included in the transm

acoustic field integral
l path length correction associated with phase abe

tion
l acoustic wavelength
n random variable
r mass density
r0 average mass density for a medium
r l phase aberration correlation
rc amplitude aberration correlation
c integrated~along the path from transducer to sca

terers! deviation from the average attenuation
r ,r 8,r0 spatial variables/vectors
r1 ,r2 ,D r ,r (n)

R spatial autocorrelation function~SAF! for a scatterer
field

S transducer surface periodogram spectral estimat
s l

2 phase aberration variance
sc

2 amplitude aberration variance
T the complex transfer function for a system tran

ducer
u l phase aberration decorrelation angle
uc amplitude aberration decorrelation angle
V Fourier transform of a windowed ultrasonic rf da

segment
w a combination of aberration decorrelation lengt

and variances
wl phase aberration decorrelation length
wc amplitude aberration decorrelation length
v acoustic angular frequency
vmin lower limit of transducer bandwidth
vmax upper limit of transducer bandwidth
y transformed backscatter coefficient estimate
z perpendicular distance from a transducer apertur
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